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Abstract
Better dealing with carbon issues can support the management of current
greenhouse gas emissions while achieving energy economic diversification
and energy security. Carbon dioxide displacement has become the most acknowledged and practical method in enhanced oil recovery system. This is
because of its oil sweep efficiency and ability to reduce the level of greenhouse
gas emission. Nevertheless, it would lead to the organic solid phase deposition, which causes the changes of the wettability and the damages of wellbores and reservoirs. In this study, we used slim tube test and component test
to research the dynamic characteristics of displacement process. In addition,
the mechanism of porous media blockage was also investigated. Results show
that when the displacement pressure closed to the minimum miscibility
pressure, reservoir blockage in pore throat could happen. Component test
characterizes that during near miscible displacement process, the components
of oil sample varied obviously, the variation range of peak component carbon
marks fluctuated strongly. Crude oil component differentiation could happen
after carbon dioxide fully contacted with oil. Besides, the rapid extraction
mechanism of aromatic hydrocarbons played a significant role in this process
under such condition. The reason is that the solubility of saturated hydrocarbons to asphaltene and non-hydrocarbons is obviously weaker than aromatic hydrocarbons. Controlling the pressure is considered as an important
link to prevent the occurrence of blocking in the carbon dioxide multiphase
and multicomponent displacement process.
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1. Introduction
Fossil fuel burning accounts for nearly 90% of the power provided to large industrial activities and is therefore the key contributor to greenhouse gas [1] [2]
[3] [4]. Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage (CCUS) is an effective mitigation measure for carbon dioxide emissions, and is considered as an acceptable
technology that realizes the sustainable exploitation of fossil fuels while solving
the carbon problem [5] [6] [7] [8]. Field trail history of carbon dioxide displacement for enhanced mining target has confirmed that it can improve oil recovery to a large extent [9] [10]. Due to the complexity of the migration and
transformation of fluids in carbon-containing porous media, scholars concerned
with related issues have become more and more popular in recent years. It is
important to explore the multiphase and multicomponent properties of the
whole flow system because they related to the management and process design
of carbon problems such as utilization in oil reservoirs [11]. In particular, laboratory scale carbon dioxide flooding experiment study containing multiphase and
multicomponent characteristics is the most valid way to understand the mechanisms of oil-gas-water-rock interaction during and after carbon dioxide injection process [12] [13]. However, the organic solid phase deposition may
hinder carbon dioxide displacement in the enhanced oil recovery systems.
Organic solid phase deposition may exist in the whole flooding process and it
would change the wettability and block reservoirs, which may cause the decrease
of the oil recovery. The serious phenomenon can seriously block the pipelines,
damage the region around wellbore and cutting down the capacity of surface
process facilities [14] [15]. Therefore, for better management of the oilfield development, it is important to find more on the effects of the key mechanism. It
was generally considered that the higher pressure, the better performance of the
displacement. The researches about unfavorable factors related to carbon dioxide displacement mainly concentrated on fingering or corrosion. Several documents mentioned the problem of deposition in the carbon dioxide displacement process. However, there are few researches on the mechanism of the specific blocking behavior [16] [17]. In this research, the mechanism of porous media blockage was studied by using slim tube test and component detection on the
carbon dioxide flooding process [18] [19].

2. Experiment Part
Slim tube displacement is mainly used for judgment of minimum miscible pressure. The tube is usually fine and long in order to permit full occurrence of dynamic miscible process, flooding in this type of tube approach nearby the perfect
flooding. Viscous fingering developing is limited by the walls of the tube. It is
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supposed that fluids are mixed uniform due to small diameter of the tube and
also closed to homogeneous media in the slim tube. For minimum miscible
pressure measurements, the slim tube is first saturated with the oil and controls
the temperature as the reservoir temperature simultaneously, the gas is then injected into the slim tube and crude oil recovery is calculated. This experiment
supplied the dynamic data of displacement test and the oil samples in the flooding process. Follow the experimental test step strictly in slim tube experiment
process (Figure 1) and the typical oil samples which were utilized in the test
were taken from Beibu Gulf offshore oilfield. Finally, the minimum miscible
pressure was measured about 30 MPa.

3. Blockage Mechanism of Organic Solid Phase
For explore the deposition and blockage mechanism of carbon dioxide displacement, the family component test and saturated hydrocarbon evaluation
were experimented on sample source at slim tube system. As we have seen, Figure 2 characterizes the test results for saturated hydrocarbon, and the oil sample
was collected from the near minimum miscible pressure environment (28 MPa).
Remove of the initial state curve (black curve), the first characteristic curve
shows the composition of saturated hydrocarbons before the time node for carbon
dioxide breakthrough, and also injected pore volume multiple is 0.95 at breakthrough time. The rest of the characteristic curves characterize the composition
state after carbon dioxide breakthrough. From the picture we can clearly see the
components of the oil sample at the initial time of carbon dioxide breakthrough
and before breakthrough were similar to the initial crude oil, but the component
differences become more and more obvious with the deepening of the flooding
process. Obviously, the extraction effect of carbon dioxide became intense after
breakthrough time, which directly resulted in the characteristic differences.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus including (1) ISCO constant speed
pump, (2) oil and gas intermediate container, (3) slim tube model, (4) oven, (5) observation window, (6) balance and separation bottle, (7) gas meter, (8) back pressure valve.
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Under the condition of near miscible displacement process, the components
of oil sample varied obviously, the variation range of peak component carbon
marks fluctuated strongly. From the whole process, intense differentiation of
crude oil is produced after oil contact with carbon dioxide fully. This situation
may result in the possibility of poor phenomenon that heavy components
blocked porous media. It was generally considered that the carbon dioxide displacement pressure value higher, the better the efficiency. Therefore, controlling
pressure is an important link to flooding process.
Figure 3 shows the results of the family component test, the No.1 sample was
collected before carbon dioxide breakthrough; the No.2 - No.9 samples were
collected from the carbon dioxide-oil mixed zone; No.10 - No.14 samples were
collected after carbon dioxide breakthrough.
Under the pressure of near miscible, the components feature of the oil samples

Figure 2. Saturated hydrocarbon composition of crude oil at different PVs.

Figure 3. Component analysis results of crude oil for different samples.
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sourced at the mixed zone were obviously different from those before the carbon
dioxide breakthrough, the change of components of asphaltene and
non-hydrocarbon is not obvious, but the component contents of aromatic hydrocarbons greatly increased. The reason is that the solubility of saturated hydrocarbons to asphaltene and non-hydrocarbons is obviously weaker than aromatic hydrocarbons. Therefore, the rapid extraction mechanism of aromatic hydrocarbons played a major role in this process. Intense extraction effect leads to
the phenomenon of asphaltene and non-hydrocarbons deposition quickly, and
then blocking the throats of porous media.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, when displacement pressure is nearby the minimum miscibility
pressure, the probability of blockage increases obviously. Organic solid phase
precipitation and deposition could be problematic in all steps of carbon dioxide
flooding process. Experimental results of the intense differentiation of crude oil
are produced after oil contact with carbon dioxide fully, as a result, heavy components accumulate and cause blockage at throats while light components migrate quick, which is one of the main laws of carbon dioxide displacement blockage. Therefore, controlling pressure is an important link to flooding process.
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